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Question #:1

Which code sample is required to use a custom tag provided in SiteGenesis in an ISML template?

<isinclude url="${URLUtils.url("CustomTag-Start")}>

<isscript>

dw.util.CustomTagMgr.createCustomTag("mytag"); <isscript>

<isinclude template="util/modules">

<isinclude template="util/customtags">

Answer: C

Question #:2

A Digital Developer is working on a project to convert a pipeline to a JavaScript controller. UX Studio has a
functioning pipeline debugger configured for the site. Assume the Developer will add a breakpoint to the
controller when it is written.

What must be done in order to use the debugger with the new controller when it is written?

Modify the debugger configuration and use the existing pipeline debugger.

Create and use a new controller debug configuration.

Create and use a new script debug configuration.

Use the existing pipeline debugger.

Answer: C

Question #:3

Given the file structure below, which ISML method call renders the customLandingPage template?

ISML.renderTemplate('content/custom/customLandingPage');
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ISML.renderTernplate('cartridge/ternplates/default/content/custom/customLandingPage');

ISML('content/custom/customLandingPage');

ISML.render('content/custom/customLandingPage');

Answer: A

Question #:4

Universal Containers wants to give customers the ability to refine product search results by a product custom
attribute, weightCapacity.

Which series of steps should a Digital Developer take to show this refinement on the storefront?

Define search-suggestion buckets for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index.

Define a search refinement for weightCapacity, then clear the page cache segment for Search-Show.

Define a search refinement for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index.

Define a sorting rule for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index.

Answer: C

Question #:5

A Digital Developer must give users the ability to choose an occasion (holiday, birthday, anniversary, etc.) for
which gifts are currently being selected. The data needs to be persistent throughout the current shopping
experience.

Which data store variable is appropriate, assuming there is no need to store the selection in any system or
custom objects?

Request scope variable

Session scope variable

Page scope variable

Content slot variable

Answer: B

Question #:6

Universal Containers wants to associate a region code value with an order to indicate the general area of its
destination. This region code must be accessible whenever the order history is displayed.
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What is required to accomplish this?

Define a custom object type to store the username with the region code.

Store the region code value in the geolocation system attribute of the Order.

Define a custom attribute on the Order system object type to store the region code value.

Store the region code value in a session variable.

Answer: C

Question #:7

A Digital Developer needs to check for product inventory in a specific inventory list using the Open
Commerce API.

An example request URL is:

Which rescurce_id value enables the appropriate resource?

/products/*

/inventory_lists/**

/inventory-lists/*

/inventory_list_search

Answer: B

Question #:8

A Digital Developer wants to selectively retrieve products and process them from an (Phone. Which action
should the Developer take, given that JavaScript controllers CANNOT be used?

Create a webservice to retrieve products.

Use import/export in Business Manager.

Use WebDAV Client to retrieve products.

Use OCAPI and invoke it in native language.
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Answer: A

Question #:9

A Digital Developer noticed that cartridges in their workspace are NOT executing. The Developer confirms
that the cartridges are uploaded to the B2C Commerce server connection's target version directory.

Which action potentially solves this problem?

Set the active code version to use the latest compatibility mode.

Remove invalid characters from cartridge file and folder names.

Set the server connection's target version directory to the active code version.

Remove invalid characters from the code version's name.

Answer: C

Question #:10

A Digital Developer is inspecting the weekly service status report for a critical internally-hosted web service
used in the application and notices that there are too many instances of unavailability.

Which two solutions are possible options to reduce the unavailability of the service? Choose 2 answers

Change the code that makes the request to set the throwOnError attribute, of the service, to be true.

Modify the code that makes the request to the external service to be wrapped in a try / catch block.

Increase the web service time out.

Update the external service to have a faster response time.

Answer: B C

Question #:11

A Digital Developer is tasked with setting up a new Digital Server Connection using UX Studio in their
sandbox.

Which three items are required to accomplish this task? Choose 3 answers

Keystore Password

Instance Version

Business Manager Username


